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Looking Back, Looking Forward
Thursday 28 January 2016

Today’s speakers

Lorraine Bay – Partner

Lorraine has provided regulatory consultancy services to the financial services sector for over 25 years 
and has significant experience in dealing with regulated companies, including brokers, investment and 
asset managers and advisers, banks, hedge fund managers, private equity managers and funds. 

Lorraine regularly meets with senior management, audit committees, investors and directors to discuss 
regulatory compliance, risk assessment, impact of new regulations, internal controls and procedures.

lorraine.bay@moorestephens.com 

Giovanni Giro – Senior Manager

Giovanni is a manager within the Financial Services team that provides regulatory assurance and
advisory services to clients. Giovanni has worked as a Compliance Consultant assisting UK-based clients 
ranging from small firms to large institutions such as banks, brokers, investment managers, venture capital 
firms, investment banks, investment advisors, corporate finance boutiques and payment services providers. 
He has also covered the role of International Compliance Manager to assist clients in Hong Kong and Dubai.

Giovanni’s expertise includes:
• overseeing reviews of the effectiveness of compliance departments;
• benchmarking compliance functions with industry norm and best practice
• overseeing compliance outsourcing arrangements;
• completion and review of regulatory returns via GABRIEL;
• assisting clients prior to a visit and thematic reviews by the FCA;
• on-site compliance monitoring visits and health-check reviews;
• drafting and reviewing compliance manuals, policies and procedures;
• assistance with ICAAP and risk management frameworks;
• preparation of regulatory briefings and publications;
• providing regular training to clients and Moore Stephens employees; and
• compliance support and ad hoc advice on regulatory issues.

giovanni.giro@moorestephens.com 

Oliver Rodwell – Consultant

Oliver is a compliance consultant in our Financial Services team and assists with FCA applications and 
general technical advice for a wide range of clients, including fund managers, brokers and consumer 
credit firms. Oliver works closely with clients on drafting, reviewing and implementing a robust 
Compliance Infrastructure and regularly assists on the development and implementation of Compliance 
manuals, Monitoring programmes and procedures.

Oliver’s experience includes:
• on site compliance reviews and risk monitoring; 
• assisting in the preparation of regulatory reports; 
• risk reviews conducted on specific areas including Financial Crime and AML; 
• lead consultant and subject matter expert in s166 review; 
• responsible for MI logs, incident reporting, complaints, internal suspicious activity reports; 
• client due diligence, sanctions checking and enhanced due diligence on high risk clients; 
• preparing staff communications on regulatory updates; 
• strong knowledge of the FCA Handbook and good interpretation of base legislation; and 
• providing training on key regulatory topics.

oliver.rodwell@moorestephens.com 
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Simon Fowles – Director

Simon Fowles is a senior audit manager in our Financial Services team and works with a number of FCA 
regulated entities on audit, accounting and FCA compliance-based assignments. 

Simon also has a depth of experience in performing CASS audits, reviews and health checks. Simon is 
responsible for our internal training in this area, is responsible for the generating the CASS audit 
programmes the firm follows and has assisted in a CASS related expert witness case.

Simon has experience of acting for regulated entities covering asset managers, hedge fund managers, 
private equity firms, stock brokers and investment advisers ranging in size from small firms through to 
those with more than £9bn assets under management. He also has experience of acting for fully listed 
clients.

Simon has been a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales for over
ten years.

simon.fowles@moorestephens.com 

Andrew Jacobs – Director

Andrew is a Director at Moore Stephens who leads the Regulatory Consulting team. He has been a 
regulatory professional for over 17 years, with a detailed knowledge of FCA, PRA and European 
regulation affecting numerous types of firm and a range of Retail and Wholesale products / Financial 
Instruments.

Andrew brings the insight of having been the Compliance Oversight, Anti Money Laundering Reporting 
Offices and a Director within several FS businesses and is able to combine that with years of 
Consultancy experience and having worked closely with a number of regulators and for a Big Four firm. 

Andrew’s expertise includes: 
• leading and managing FCA Section 166 reviews, in the areas of Conduct Risk, Suitability/

Appropriateness , Financial Crime, Market Abuse and Governance; 
• undertaking a number of remediation / Shadow 166 reviews in respect of specific Financial Products 

and Instruments;
• undertaking wider deep-dive thematic reviews in respect of a firm’s Systems & Controls (SYSC) 

responsibilities; 
• providing ongoing outsourced compliance monitoring resource and undertaking reviews acting as the 

second line of defence in either a contract of secondment capacity; 
• reviewing and designing target operation models for the compliance functions of large financial 

services companies; 
• providing regulatory expertise in respect of Product design, Distribution and other ‘going to market’ 

channels; 
• providing regulatory advice and support in respect of Anti-Financial Crime, RDR, Dodd-Frank, FATCA, 

AIFMD, UCITS, UCIS, Basel III/CRD IV and MiFID I & II.

andrew.jacobs@moorestephens.com 
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Looking Back, Looking forward
An overview of regulation change in 2015/16

January 2016

Agenda

• Introduction and FCA risk outlook

Lorraine Bay, Partner 

• MiFID II, AIFMD, UCITS V, Wealth Management Review

Giovanni Giro, Senior Manager 

• Financial Crime

Oliver Rodwell, Consultant  

• CASS

Simon Fowles, Director

• RRP, SMR and Conduct Risk

Andrew Jacobs, Director

• Your Questions

• Conclusion

Lorraine Bay, Partner 
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PRECISE. PROVEN. PERFORMANCE.

FCA Regulatory Priorities and 
Risk Outlook 
Lorraine Bay, Partner 

© 2010 Moore Stephens LLP

Key Priorities

2015 & 16 Business Plan and Risk Outlook (combined)

1) A strategic markets-led approach to regulation

2) Consumer protection

3) Individual accountability

4) International Issues
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FCA Business Plan and Risk Outlook

• FCA have adopted a more strategic approach to risk

• FCA expects firms to ensure they are observing, identifying and acting on 
risks that arise over time

• Key areas

– Poor culture and controls continue to threaten market integrity

– Firms risk acting against customers’ best interests

– Pension products may deliver poor outcomes

– Poor culture in consumer credit affordability assessment

– Unfair contract terms

– Conduct risk

– Weak systems and controls in preventing financial crime

PRECISE. PROVEN. PERFORMANCE.

MiFID II, AIFMD, UCITS V, 
Wealth Management Review
Giovanni Giro, Senior Manager
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MiFID II

• Markets in Financial Instruments Directive – 2007

• MiFID II and MiFIR effective from July 2014 

• Extended scope

– wider definition of investment services

– extends definition of financial instrument

– restricts certain MiFID exemptions 

• Key areas

– Best execution 

– Pre and Post-trade transparency

– Third party payments (PFOF and research)

– Regulates OTC derivatives trading 

MiFID II – effects

Extended scope

• New regulated activity - Operating an Organised Trading Facility

• New specified investments - Structured deposits, Emission 
allowances

• Third country firms’ access through EU branch

• Position limits for commodity derivatives

Increased focus on governance 

• Management body adequately resourced, trained and scrutinised

• Product governance and approval

• Regulator can remove board members
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MiFID II – effects

Increased transparency and transaction reporting  

• Report transactions even when executed OTC (near real-time)

• Disclose fair and total consideration (incl. FX costs) 

• Disclose top 5 venues

• Visibility of trading activities (no dark pools)

• Data reporting

Additional client protection

• More information to clients on products, services, fees

• Focus on suitability and appropriateness

• Duty to demonstrate best execution to clients and regulator

MiFID II – who is affected

Firms most affected

• Algorithmic and High-frequency traders

• Derivatives traders

• Trading venues

• Central Counterparties and Regulated Markets

• Systematic Internalisers

Changing market

• Organised Trading Facility, Data Reporting Service Providers

• No more dark pools

• Algorithmic Traders and High Frequency Trader more regulated
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MiFID II – what next

• Implementation from Jan 2017 (likely extension to 2018)

• MiFIR will be directly applicable

• FCA to transpose into rules in June 2016 

• Keep up to date with ESMA guidelines and FCA consultations

• IT systems to be updated for disclosure of data

• Focus on best execution

• Review governance arrangements

• Review compliance infrastructure, products, services, 
remuneration, inducements

AIFMD – an update

• Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive – July 2013

• 2015 – first time that all AIFMs must  meet all obligations

– Annex IV reports 

– AIF annual report

– Remuneration policy

– Valuation policy
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AIFMD – requirements

• Valuation

– Independence of valuation function, even when in-house

– Appropriate frequency

– Compliant with National law of AIF’s domicile

• Remuneration

– Payment in units

– Deferral

• Reporting

– Annex IV reports due 30 days from end of reporting period

– Annual report for AIF domiciled/marketed in EU due within 6 
months of AIF’s financial year end

– Disclosure to investors available upon request

Annex IV – reporting frequency
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UCITS V

• Effective 17 September 2014 – to be implemented by March 2016

• Aims to harmonise investor protection in the EU

• UCITS V focuses on three main areas
– the depositary’s functions and liability

– remuneration

– sanctions regime across Member States

• Consistent with the approach adopted in the AIFMD

UCITS V – effects

UCITS V requirements

• Single depositary (National banks or authorised depositaries)

• Depositary subject to strict liability (negligence, fault, loss)

• UCITS Management Companies to establish remuneration policies 
that promote  effective risk management 

– bonus – 50% paid in units, 40% deferred

• UCITS Management companies and depositaries to implement 
whistle-blowing policies to grant protection to whistle-blowers

– facilitate and encourage the reporting of breaches 
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UCITS V – who is affected

Depositaries will have increased oversight responsibilities

• Monitoring of activities carried on for the UCITS, including

– Sale, issue, repurchase, redemption and cancellation of units 
to be in accordance with the rules of National Regulator

• Prescribed requirements on safekeeping duties, including

– UCITS assets held in custody to be distinguished and clearly 
identifiable from the depositary’s own assets

– Conditions for delegation of safekeeping to sub-custodian

UCITS V – what next

• Member States to implement national law by 18 March 2016 

• UCITS depositaries have until 18 March 2018 to obtain the 
relevant authorisation to continue to act as a UCITS depositary

• UCITS Management companies and depositaries to implement 
whistle-blowing policies and procedures

• Remuneration policy to be in place and disclosed in the 
prospectus, KIID and annual report

• Single depositary appointed via written contract
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Wealth Management Review

• UK Wealth Management and Private Banking industry recognised 
as world-leading

• 120,000 individuals and over £2 trillion of AUM

• Discretionary and advisory services to retail customers

• Challenges in the sector
– Retail Distribution Review

– Increased competition

– Higher regulatory standards in EU and globally

– Safekeeping of client assets

Wealth Management Review – FCA work

• FCA’s Supervision of Wealth Management and Private Banking 
– focuses on interests of customers and market integrity 

– review firms’ business model, culture and front-line processes

– FCA placed additional resources into thematic reviews

– new Wealth Management and Private Banking Department

– use more judgement-focused reviews

• Recent FCA work
– Thematic reviews: TR15/2, TR14/19, TR14/16

– Key areas: governance, suitability, conflicts of interest, AML

– Guidance on poor and good practice

– Exemplary final notices
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Wealth Management Review – latest

• TR 15/2

• Findings
– Firms unable to demonstrate suitability, absence of up-to-date 

customer information, inadequate risk profiling, failure to record 
customers’ financial position and knowledge and experience 

• Recommendations
– Firms to have robust governance arrangements, effective processes 

to identify, manage, monitor the risks it is or might be exposed

– Suitability – robust process for assessing the risk a customer is willing 
and able to take, including assessing a customer’s capacity for loss

– Record keeping and update customer information on suitability

– Advice and investment decisions must be in the best interest of client

– Fair, clear and not misleading reports to clients periodically 

What next?

• Many important regulatory changes in 2015

• 2016 will be key turning point for implementation and guidance

• All types of firms are/will be affected 

• Further harmonisation within EU single market

• Reforms have indirect impact on governance, risk management, 
reporting/transparency obligations, data security 

• Stricter scrutiny from FCA means more thematic reviews and s166
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© 2016 Moore Stephens LLP

Financial Crime
Oliver Rodwell , Consultant                                     

Financial Crime: AML Look back

• HM Treasury National Risk Assessment October 2015
– Highlighted that key risk areas are in real estate and investments

• NCA Published 2014 SARs Report
– 82.18% of all UK SARS reported by Banks

– Next largest reporting sector is Money Services with 4.23%

– All other financial institutions at 1.94% collectively

Notable AML Enforcements
Barclays Bank £72m – November 2015

HSBC (Geneva) £28m – June 2015
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Financial Crime: Anti Bribery and 
Corruption Look back

• Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 
– Requires Companies to keep a register of those who have “significant 

control”

– Aims to increase transparency 

• NCA creates the International Corruption Unit

• April 2015 FCA publishes FG15/7 – Guidance on financial 
crime systems and controls 

– Emphasis on anti-bribery controls

• Very few cases brought under the Bribery Act 2010
– NCA see as positive enactment of Anti-Bribery Compliance

Financial Crime: Market Abuse

• March 2015 – 42 banks referred to the FCA by the Bank of 
England for possible cases of Market Abuse

• Governor of the Bank of England re-iterates need for  
strengthening of Anti-Market Abuse rules

– Senior Individual within the BoE sacked for “serious Misconduct” with 
respect to possible Market Abuse

FCA Enforcement

• MineWorld Ltd August – 2015 
– FCA requested the High Court to impose Permanent injunction 

restraining Market Abuse + £7m in fines
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Market Abuse Regulations (MAR) 2016

• Implementation date 03/07/2016, with further provisions 
effective when MiFID II is implemented

• FCA published suggested Rulebook changes November 
2015

• Key Areas of Change
– Inside Information Disclosures

– Insider Dealing rule clarification

– Extended Market Manipulation Offences

– Firm’s must maintain “Insider Lists”

– Suspicious transaction reports to include orders

– Greater transparency on Manager’s transactions

4th Money Laundering Directive (MLD4)

• Directive to be transposed by 26/06/2017

• Guidance to be issued over 2016 by the FCA and NCA

• Key changes
– Increased transparency for Beneficial Ownership

– Scope of PEP definition broadened

– Simplified Due Diligence approach will need to be justified

– Greater emphasis on enforcement and sanctions

– Greater emphasis on risk based approach
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© 2016 Moore Stephens LLP

Client Money and client assets 
update
Simon Fowles, Director

Contents

• Introduction/reminder

• Financial Reporting Council (FRC) Nov’15 (providing 
Assurance on Client Assets to the Financial Conduct 
Authority), covering both

– Limited Assurance reports

– Reasonable Assurance reports
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• Breaches register – typical breaches (next slide)

• Policy Statement 14/9 

• Rules verses guidance

• Governance and role of CF10a (as an individual)

• CASS resolution pack 

• CMAR

• Controls – (opinion in CAR is on the systems – are they 
adequate?)

• CASS audits should not be considered as part of the 

financial statements audit

Introduction/reminder

Typical breaches

• Internal reconciliations – zero tolerance

• Trust letters

• Risk assessment of bank used to hold client money

• Term deposits

• Miss-classification of clients

• Over / under segregation (under being much more serious)

• Use of DvP when a firm should not
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FRC Nov’15 (providing Assurance on 
Client Assets to the FCA)

• Effective for period commencing on or after 1 January 2016 (so 
now!)

• Key objectives
– Improve quality of CASS audits

– Manage expectations of the firm and beneficial owners of assets

– Define the nature and extent of work effort to be able to report to the 
FCA

Fundamental principals
– Identification (where client assets can occur)

– Segregation/ safeguarding

– Reconciliations

– Trust / Legal title

• Result: CASS audits will become more onerous on firms in order 
for auditors to comply with the Standard

• Applicable to all CASS audits (Inc. limited assurance reports) Certain 
paragraphs are relevant to limited assurance engagements (Paras 11 – 66  
and 146 to 166), as well as to reasonable assurance engagements

• Key areas are

– Audit firms are required to review / consider the firm’s

‒ business model  (does it tie in with the firm’ permissions?)

‒ IT systems  changes / updated (likely to lead to IT audit specialist 
involvement)

‒ arrangements with 3rd party administration of client assets

‒ risk assessment documentation

– Design and implementation of controls and systems (much like a AAF/ 
ISAE3402 reports). Firms  MUST document systems. Controls testing is 
required

• Have you got this documentation in place?

FRC Nov’15 (providing Assurance on Client 
Assets to the FCA) (continued)
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FRC Nov’15 (providing Assurance on Client 
Assets to the FCA) (continued)

• Reasonable assurance reports

• Significant impacts e.g.

– Assessment covers all applicable FCA rules, not just CASS rules

– EQCR required (significant cost implications)

– Training (both audit and firm staff) 

– Evaluation of design of the system of internal control

– Policies and procedures to show what control processes the firm has for each 
applicable CASS e.g.

– Segregation of duties

– Assess personnel performing the function

– Review processes

Auditor is required to form an opinion on whether the firm has 
maintained systems adequate to enable it to comply with the CASS 
rules throughout the period

FRC Nov’15 (providing Assurance on 
Client Assets to the FCA)

Both

• Formal CASS written representation will be required 
(separate from the statutory financial statement audit) 

– Firm acknowledges its responsibility for maintaining records & 
systems in accordance with the rules of the FCA

– all information has been provided to the CASS auditor

– The firm has not held client money or assets

• Client Asset reports must comply with templates provided in 
the Standard
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To do / consider

To do

• Update documentation
– Procedures 

– Policies

– Risk assessment

To consider

• Insolvency review focusing on CASS RP

• Training for staff dealing with client assets

• Insolvency mind set

PRECISE. PROVEN. PERFORMANCE.

© 2016 Moore Stephens LLP

RRP, SMR and Conduct Risk
Andrew Jacobs, Director                                     
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Recovery and Resolution Directive

Scope

• Credit institutions (i.e. banks) 

• IFPRU 730k investment firms 

• Groups that contain an IFPRU 730k firm or bank 

• Effective from 19 January 2015

Key objective

• planning for failure + intervening early + resolution tools 

Competent Authorities

• FCA identify when a firm is in financial distress and intervene

• BoE/PRA responsible for the resolution where failure is imminent. 

Overview of Recovery and Resolution 
planning

EU Recovery 
& Resolution 

Directive

Effective 19th

January 2015

Preparedness 
and early 

intervention

Affects iro 
230 firms 

regulated by 
the FCA

Produce 
Recovery 

Plan & 
Resolution 

Pack 

Submit 
recovery plan 

to CA and 
resolution 

information to 
RA 
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Recovery and Resolution Directive

Recovery and Resolution Directive

• FCA collects “baseline” information from firms

– Information on the corporate structure and material legal entities

– Information on economic functions

• Information is then passed onto the RA (Bank of England) 

• RA prepares resolution plan

• See IFPRU 11.4 and IFPRU 11 Annex 2R

• Notify FCA of material change to business or financial circumstances 
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Recovery Plan: High Level content

Plan Summary

Governance 
Information

Description of legal 
and financial 

structures
Recovery options

Time frame for 
implementation

Recovery capacity Preparatory 
Measures

Measures to 
addresses 

infringement of an 
intervention 

condition

Summary of material 
changes to the plan

• Depending on which source you refer to, the recommended level of detail is quite different 

• A Plan for a Significant Impact firm expected to cover 32 different points

• Recovery Plan template exists for use by certain firms only 

FCA guidance v FCA guidance

Standard 
Resolution 

Pack structure 

1. Group / 
Entity 

Information

2. Business 
model

3. Capital 
and 

advising

4. Activities 
and 

operations

5. 
Economic 
functions
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Recovery plan timeline

Type of firm or group 
entity

Total balance sheet assets First reporting
reference date

Ongoing reporting 
reference date

Significant IFPRU firm
or
Firm in a group subject 
to the full obligations

• More than £2.5 bn
• More than £1bn, less than £2.5bn
• More than £500m, less than £1bn
• Less than £500m

30 June 15
30 September 15
31 December 15
31 March 15

Every year on the same 
date as the first 
reporting reference 
date. 

Non-Significant IFPRU 
firm
or
Firm in a group subject 
to the full obligations

• More than £50m, less than £500m
• More than £15m, less than £50m
• More than £5m, less than £15m
• Less than £5m

30 September 15
31 December 15
31 March 15
30 June 16

Every two years in the 
same date as the first 
reporting reference 
date. 

Resolution plan timeline

Type of firm or group entity First reporting reference date Ongoing reporting reference
date

Significant IFPRU firm
or
Firm in a group subject to the full 
obligations

30 June 2015 Every two years in the same date as 
the first reporting reference date. 

Non-Significant IFPRU firm
or
Firm in a group subject to the full 
obligations

31 December 2015 Every three years in the same date 
as the first reporting reference date. 
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Key issues – submission 

Notifications to the FCA

• Assets become less than liabilities

• Unable to meet liabilities as they fall due

• Will be unable to meet liabilities in the 
near future

• Extraordinary public financial support 
required

• Threat of imminent depletion of own 
funds

• Failure to satisfy any of the threshold 
conditions

SUP 16.20 
requirements for 

submission of 
recovery plans

Don’t forget to 
confirm approval

Submission within 
3 months of the 

reporting 
reference date

Usually in the 
format of a PDF 

document

Due dates will be 
incorporated into 

GABRIEL 
schedules

PRECISE. PROVEN. PERFORMANCE.

Conduct Matters
Andrew Jacobs, Director                                     
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Senior Managers & Certification Regime

• Scope of application

– UK Banks

– UK Building Societies

– UK Credit Unions

– PRA Regulated Investment Firms

– Some Third Country firms

• Timeline

– Conduct Rules in place 7th March 2016

SMR

• A firm must decide which Responsibilities are relevant to the firm

• The firm is responsible for appointing these individuals, and registering 
them as SMF’s

• The firm must have

– the FCA Required Functions (Compliance/MLRO)

– the PRA Mandatory Functions

– Chief Executive

– Chief Finance

– Chairman
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SMR

Responsibilities Map

• A firm must maintain a document which includes

– Details of Reporting lines

– Reasonable details about persons who are part of these 
arrangements

– The responsibilities of those persons

– Submitted to the PRA

– Resubmitted when there has been a material change

Certification Regime

• Individuals are given a certificate which clarifies that they are competent 
for their respective position in the firm

• This is dependent on Material Risk Takers Regulation

• Individuals assessed on an annual basis by the firm

• Key change

– Individuals who may previously have been deemed as CF30 will no 
longer be registered with the PRA/FCA

– It is the Firm’s responsibly to oversee these individuals
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SMR: What next?

• Expected Implementation date: 07/03/2016

• Grandfathering notifications submitted to FCA/PRA by 8 Feb 2016

• Scope of application to be extended to all financial services firms in 2018 

(Statement from FCA  in October 2015)

Conduct Risk

We know it is

• About putting customers first

• It's about what senior managers say and do

• It’s also about how front line staff act

• Not just limited to the above those individuals

• It's also about the firms culture

• It's about whether a firm puts customers at the heart of every decision that 
it makes 

• Whether the voice of the customer is represented in corporate decisions
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Conduct Risk 

We know it is not

• A new name for TCF; it's not TCF super-sized, or on steroids! 

• An urban myth, or something that the regulator will pull back from

• An issue where Firm’s should pay lip service

Focus in this area will increase and expand..

• But how exactly is the conduct regulator gong to measure conduct risk 
and formally assess whether the culture of a firm is positive or negative in 
terms of influencing good customer outcomes?  

The timeline of measuring Conduct Risk

FG 13/01 – Risks 
to Customers 
from Financial 

Incentives 

Thematic 
Reviews around 

(TR 14/4)  

Announcement of 
the Senior 

Managers Regime

Announcement of  
expansion of the planned 

SMR to introduce the 
Certification a Regime 

and Conduct rules. 

FG 15/10 – Risks to 
Customer from 
Performance 
Management

Announcement 
of the extension 
to the SM&CR 

across FS

2013 2018
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Regulatory steers on Conduct Risk

FCA Business Plan & Outlook

• 2014

‘As with other conduct risks, the culture of firms is 
the crucial driver of poor outcomes in wholesale 
markets and can lead to the transmission of 
detriment to less sophisticated consumers further 
down the transaction chain. Culture is fundamental 
to whether firms are able to embed conduct risk 
controls across the full range of their services and 
activities, regardless of the sophistication of their 
clients or whether a given activity is close to the 
regulatory perimeter

• 2015

‘Our Risk Outlook 2014/15 noted how important 
embedding cultural change would be to regaining 
the trust of consumers, as well as achieving our 
objectives. This remains true for the coming year 
and the foreseeable future’

Regulatory Speeches 

• Robert Taylor – 28/11/14
“..we’re here today is to make certain that our 
boards and our senior management are taking a 
closer look at conduct risk. We want to see the 
businesses concentrating on consumer outcomes 
in all aspects of their business.

Clive Adamson, Director of Supervision, the FCA, 
uses an analogy that I quite like. He would like to 
see boards and senior management spending as 
much time on the firm’s financial circumstances as 
they do on client outcomes. It’s that understanding 
of the fact that every decision all of you make has 
an impact on customers”

• Tracy McDermott – 24/07/15

“.. I am pleased to be here to speak to you about 
not just why the FCA thinks conduct matters but 
why you – as a business – should be treating 
conduct risk as seriously as any other risk on your 
balance sheet, and managing it accordingly”

2018 and our Conduct Risk model 
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2018 and our Conduct Risk model 

2018 and our Conduct Risk model 
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2018 and our Conduct Risk model 

PRECISE. PROVEN. PERFORMANCE.

© 2016 Moore Stephens LLP

Conclusion
Lorraine Bay, Partner
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Our final thoughts for 2016..

Themes

• Business Plan to remain largely unchanged, but increased focus on 
Conduct, Financial Crime, Market Abuse, Technology and MiFID II

Activity 

• Thematic

– testing new areas of planned regulation

– Checking the embedding of a number of areas launched across 2015 
and early 2015 (Annex IV, SM&CR, RRP..) 

• Increase in Skilled Persons review

Strategy 

• Potential for new agenda with Andrew Bailey – don't think this will be 
particularly controversial

• Tracy McDermott will continue with her review of the retail market

• Convergence of strategies of the twin-peaks regulator (areas such as 
SM&CR) 

Questions or comments?
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Helping to keep you up-to-date

• Recent Award wins: 

• Thomson Reuters - Winner of the 2015 Best Consulting Firm

• Compliance Register Platinum Awards

• Financial Insight – our quarterly newsletter

• E-alerts – subscribe via fs@moorestephens.com

• Regular seminars

• Follow us on Twitter: @MSFinSec

• Visit our website: 

• www.moorestephens.co.uk/services/regulatory-consulting 

or

• www.moorestephens.co.uk/sectors/financial-services
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